Modern Quilt Group Meeting
February 1st, 2018
1. 10 members were present.
2. We talked about the new shop in town Quilting in Muskoka and how friendly and out reaching the owner Sue is.
She is willing to help our group in any way and we can have a meeting there one month if we so wish.
3. Creativ Festival is at the International Centre in Toronto April 13th and 14th. (Check the Guild calendar for
events that might be of interest to quilters) .

4. Rosemary and Wendy W will be going to the Palmetto Quilt Show in Hilton Head , S. Carolina the end of March.
5. Those who made hearts for this month showed there finished projects.
6. We again reviewed machine quilting and shared how to quilt in new patterns to fit and enhance our quilt. We
also shared our favorite color and or modern fabric.
7. Wendy shared a talk on the Color Wheel and how to use it.
8. We discussed primary, secondary and tertiary colors-tints, shades and tones. Color harmonies –basic
techniques for creating color schemes: complimentary, analogous, triadic, split complimentary, tertiary,
rectangle and square. Lively discussion and “color for thought”.
We also told individually how we choose colors.
9. Share Modern was great and we spend a good amount of time as we see friends’ items and the how and whys
of construction.
a. Gillian brought a piece that she did based on the Fibonacci sequence which was new to most of us and
an exciting approach. Look it up on line. Fascinating.
b. Both Sandi and Hanne showed Mary’s Florida design that they saw online.
c. Mary R showed a quilt top that were recipe blocks from her group in St. Jacobs.
d. Sandi did 2 cuddle quilts based on the hidden wells variation we learned last month.
e. Wendy B showed same design in black and white.
f. Linda S showed a” Four Connect” quilt that she made with a charm pack.
g. Wendy W showed her modern version of her Under Ground railroad quilt.
h. Hope I didn’t miss some.
10. Next month the block will be a modern sign of spring that leaves it wide open for all.
11. We discussed what we would to do to celebrate our first year together in July. We will come back in the next
few months with ideas.
12. Next meeting March 1 Thursday at Bracebridge United Church at 1 PM.

